GAMMA
BEAUTY

UNCOVERING THE ATTITUDES, ACTIONS & MOTIVATIONS OF GAMMA WOMEN

by Lisa Finn and Lisa Johnson
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INTRODUCTION
BEAUTY FROM THE INSIDE OUT
How Gammas Are Redeﬁning Beauty

MORE THAN A PRETTY FACE
Why Gammas Matter

MAKING OVER YOUR BRAND
Strategies for Beauty Marketers

CONCLUSION

IN 2OO8,

Meredith Corporation published

The Gamma Factor, a report identifying a group of highly inﬂuential women whose values, attitudes, and
behaviors are leading a shift in how consumers communicate and connect with one another, and how marketers
reach out to them. Gamma values both reﬂect and drive several broad trends generating excitement (and
anxiety) among marketers today.1
The Gammas’ tendency to create interactive webs of connection mirrors the egalitarian and
viral nature of interaction on the Internet. Their concern for their environments, from their immediate
neighborhoods to their planet as a whole, exempliﬁes a global shift toward viewing all life as
interconnected and interdependent.
New research conducted by Meredith Corporation in 2009 indicates that Gammas’ holistic perspective

Gammas are
55 million strong
and represent
a hidden power
in the women’s
market.1

extends to their view of beauty, both as a concept and in practice as consumers of health and beauty
products.2 The study examined attitudes and shopping behavior among women ages 18-64, comparing
Gammas with overall women.
The ﬁndings have clear implications for beauty brands and marketers—Gammas are ideal prospects for
beauty marketing, both as enthusiastic consumers and as advocates for products they like.
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&OutInside
Beauty from
the

HOW GAMMAS ARE REDEFINING BEAUTY
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9 out of 10 Gammas say that cosmetics
make them feel more confident.
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CONFIDENCE
IS QUEEN

93%
52%
37%

TO MAKE THE MOST OF GAMMAS’ BRAND LOYALTY
AND TENDENCY TO SHARE RECOMMENDATIONS,
BEAUTY MARKETERS MUST UNDERSTAND HOW
GAMMAS THINK ABOUT BEAUTY
The key to understanding Gammas’ view of beauty is to think of beauty as twofold:
the inner sense of self is reﬂected in and transmitted outward through the face and

GAMMAS
self-conﬁdence

pretty face

great ﬁgure

body — in a very real sense, taking care of her physical body is a way for a Gamma
woman to express pride in who she is.
For Gammas a discussion of beauty always implies several layers of meaning
— a juxtaposition of inner and outer beauty. When asked what makes a woman
beautiful, Gammas are more likely than overall women to cite inner qualities as
being important, and they place far greater emphasis on personality traits than on

87%

physical traits.
When two Gammas sit down to talk about beauty, the conversation quickly leaps
from physical appearance to touch on how they feel about themselves, and how

66%

that’s changed over time.
Gammas are more likely than overall women to say that how they look affects how

57%

they feel, and that cosmetics can make them feel more conﬁdent. They’re also
more likely than other women to view beauty product purchases as affordable
treats or rewards.

ALL WOMEN
self-conﬁdence

pretty face

great ﬁgure
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BEAUTY ISN’T
PERFECTION
NEARLY ALL WOMEN UNDERGO
A TRANSFORMATION DURING
WHICH THEY COME TO SEE
THEMSELVES AS BEAUTIFUL
They begin to appreciate who they are, and by extension,
how they look, rather than feeling they have to measure
up to societal ideals to be considered beautiful.
For some women this happens in an “Aha!” moment;
for others it occurs more gradually over time. Gamma
women have already made this transformation or are in
the process of doing so.
Early in adult life, many women think of beauty as
something that’s reserved for other people — people
whose looks align more closely than theirs do with
the images presented in media and marketing. Even
younger Gammas, however, have begun to question
the idea that beauty requires perfection.
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74%

of Gammas are
somewhat or very
satisfied with
their appearance,
compared with
67% of overall
women.

AGE IS JUST
A NUMBER
GAMMAS GROW MORE CONFIDENT AND MORE
COMFORTABLE IN THEIR OWN SKINS AS THEY GET OLDER
While the prevailing images of beauty in popular culture center on youth,
Gammas actually feel more beautiful as they age.
Gammas are more likely than overall women to believe they look
younger than their chronological age (85% versus 75%). On
average, Gammas believe they look nine years younger
than their age, compared with seven years for overall
women, and they feel 10 years younger, compared
with four years for overall women.

Gammas
feel

10

years

younger,
compared
with four
years for
overall
women.

Gammas’ tendency to feel younger
than they are and to say they
look younger increases as they
get older. Nine in 10 Boomer
Gammas (90%) say they look
younger than they are, compared
with 86% of Gen X Gammas and 61% of
Gen Y Gammas. Eighty-three percent of Boomer
Gammas feel younger than they are, compared with 70% of
Gen X and 37% of Gen Y Gammas.

GAMMAWOMEN.COM
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More than a

Pretty
Face
WHY GAMMAS MATTER
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PRIME
PROSPECTS
FOR BEAUTY
BRANDS
GAMMA WOMEN ARE IMPORTANT
BEAUTY CONSUMERS IN SEVERAL WAYS
• 82% of Gammas (vs. 69% of overall women) consider buying beauty
products an affordable way to reward themselves.
• Two thirds (67%) of Gammas and 64% of overall women expect to be
spending the same or more than they are now on beauty products in
the next six months.
• 61% of Gammas say they’re always looking for new beauty products,
compared to 50% of overall women.

$

73,450 is the median income

for Gamma women, compared to
$60, 240 for overall women.
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GAMMAS BUY MORE
OF EVERYTHING
88%

88%

76%

86%

71%

66%

sunscreen

body moisturizer

84%77%

facial cleanser

81%
62%

80%76%

GAMMAS
ALL WOMEN

lipstick/lip gloss

hair styling products

eye makeup
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MASS
APPEAL
GAMMAS SHOP IN A WIDER ARRAY OF CHANNELS
Although the study did not speciﬁcally ask whether women have changed their beauty
buying habits because of the recession, the results show a general trend toward buying
mass brands and shopping for beauty at mass merchants and drugstores.
In line with overall women, Gammas do most of their beauty shopping at mass
merchandisers and drug stores. For certain products, however, Gammas are more likely
than overall women to shop at department or specialty stores. For example, while 42% of
Gammas and 54% of overall women buy foundation/concealer at mass merchandisers,
30% of Gammas buy it at department stores, compared to 25% of overall women.

66% of affluent Gammas (

$75K)
are most likely to buy a combination of
prestige and mass brands.
HHI
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WHERE
GAMMAS SHOP

79%
56%

mass
retailers

drug
stores

45%
department
stores

36%
supermarkets

20%
online
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BRANDS
MATTER
While Gammas are more likely than overall women to buy prestige beauty brands,
the majority of their beauty purchases are of mass brands. This holds true even for
Gammas at the highest income levels. A number of survey participants mentioned that
they were looking for lower-priced alternatives to high-end products, or were pleased
to ﬁnd that mass brands and store brands worked as well as more expensive brands.

GAMMAS ARE INFLUENCED BY A VARIETY OF SOURCES
Brand experience (familiarity and trust) is the number-one purchase driver for both
Gammas (72%) and overall women (64%). However, Gammas are more likely to be
motivated by product features and beneﬁts (41% versus 35%) as well as promotions
(33% versus 28%) than overall women.

GAMMAS LIKE TO EXPERIMENT
Beauty products provide an outlet for women to be creative and try something new.
65% of both Gammas and women say they tend to experiment with new or different
color shades, and two-thirds tend to experiment with different beauty brands.

For Gammas, brand familiarity and
trust are more important than price,
coupon/discount, gift with purchase,
or a recommendation from a salesperson.
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WHAT
GAMMAS BUY
19%
6%

22%

% 21%

38

2%

19%

%

40

3%

fragrance
15%

35%
17%
makeup

%
45
%

30%

53%

35

MASS

hair care

MASS / PRESTIGE
PRESTIGE / SALON
DO NOT BUY / USE

skin care
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KNOWLEDGE
IS POWER
GAMMAS DO THEIR BEAUTY HOMEWORK
Gammas use a wider array of information sources for product advice and beauty tips than other
women do, and they research purchases more thoroughly. Eight in 10 Gammas (80%) say they
planned their most recent beauty purchase ahead of time, compared with 71% of overall women.

GAMMAS RESPOND TO PRINT ADS THAT RESONATE
Gammas are more receptive than overall women to marketing and advertising, but the message
has to be right. Women in general (81%) and Gammas in particular (88%) favor advertisements
that feature real women over those that portray models or celebrities.
Beauty ads can introduce Gammas to new products. In fact, they are more likely than overall
women to buy beauty products or research them online after seeing ads in magazines.

GAMMAS CONSULT ONLINE AND SOCIAL MEDIA
Gammas are more likely than overall women (45% vs. 34%) to use online and social media
such as blogs, discussion boards, and online reviews to discuss or gather information about
beauty products. Not surprisingly, Gen X (51%) and Y (57%) Gammas are more likely than
their Boomer counterparts (40%) to use these media.
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80% of

Gammas consult
magazines for
beauty product
information
compared with
53% of overall
women.

SOURCES OF BEAUTY
INFORMATION
80%

70%58%

53%

print magazines

ALL WOMEN

49%

friends, family, or
coworkers

59%48%
GAMMAS

62%

beauty professionals

websites

45%34%
online blogs, discussion boards,
and reviews
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WHAT GAMMAS
CARE ABOUT
KEEPING HEALTHY

SELF-EXPRESSION

In keeping with their emphasis on self-care,

Authenticity and self-expression are two core

Gamma women are especially likely to buy

Gamma traits, and these play out in their

products that are designed to keep skin and

attitudes toward beauty and their use of beauty

hair healthy, such as sunscreen and moisturizer.

products. They’re less likely than overall women
to say they’ve had or would consider having
cosmetic surgery (27% of Gammas versus 36%

ENVIRONMENTAL
CONSCIOUSNESS

of overall women).

As they do in other areas of life, Gammas strive

They’re more likely to experiment with new

to take care of their environment through

beauty products as the seasons change (74% of

the beauty product choices they make: two

Gammas versus 61% of overall women); makeup

thirds (67%) of Gammas (vs. 57% of overall

and skin care are the two top categories for

women) try to buy beauty products made from

seasonal change.

organic, natural, and/or sustainable ingredients
whenever possible.
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Gammas enjoy using beauty products to
try out new styles and express their moods.

WHAT GAMMAS
TALK ABOUT
GAMMAS TALK UP THEIR FAVORITE PRODUCTS
Once they ﬁnd a product they like, Gammas will recommend it to an average of six
people, compared to ﬁve people for overall women.
Word-of-mouth recommendations are higher among Gen X and Y Gammas: 85% of
Gen Y and 82% of Gen X Gammas always or almost always recommend products they
like, compared with 72% of Boomer Gammas. Gen Y and X recommend to an average
of 6.8 people, versus 5.4 among Boomers.

WORD-OF-MOUTH RECOMMENDATIONS

75% of Gammas

frequently recommend
products they like to an
average of six people—
and are 33% more likely to
do so than U.S. women.

85%

Gen Y Gammas

82%

Gen X Gammas

72%

Boomer Gammas
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Making over

Your
Brand
STRATEGIES FOR BEAUTY MARKETERS
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SPEAK HER
LANGUAGE
WHEN MARKETING BEAUTY PRODUCTS
AND BRANDS TO GAMMAS IT IS CRUCIAL TO
UNDERSTAND HOW GAMMAS FEEL
Learn how their feelings about beauty affect their attitudes and behavior as
consumers, discover how they relate to brands and marketing, and master how
your own brand can tell its story in a way that makes Gammas want to connect.
The research indicates several key themes that can be used as points of departure
for developing beauty marketing. Beauty for Gammas is a combination of
internal qualities and external self-care. Gammas use beauty products to keep
their skin and hair healthy, to express their personalities, to experiment and
play, and to make themselves feel good.
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ENCOURAGE
SELF-ACCEPTANCE
AND IMPROVEMENT

SELF-EXPRESSION
is self-expression, which is at the heart

Gammas are more likely than other

For Gammas, beauty involves a balancing

of the Gamma’s approach to beauty. A

women to try new products and new

act between self-acceptance and self-

Gamma woman uses beauty products

looks as the seasons change, and

Gammas make a connection between

improvement. While accepting herself as

(as well as clothing and accessories)

they consider beauty purchases to be

beauty care and health care, and between

she is might seem to be at odds with using

to express who she is, rather than

affordable treats. Gammas embrace

taking care of themselves and taking

beauty products to improve her appearance,

camouﬂage aspects of her face or body

change, and trying new hairstyles,

care of their environment. Messages that

both of these impulses coexist within a

that don’t “measure up” to perceived

fragrances, or lip colors can be a way to

highlight product health beneﬁts and

Gamma, and as she ages and becomes

ideals. In this way, she’s celebrating herself

express inner changes on the outside.

products that are made with natural/

more comfortable in her own skin, they

by applying makeup and taking good care

become less and less of a contradiction.

The key to resolving the apparent conﬂict

of her skin.

SEASONALITY,
MOOD, AND PLAY

APPEAL TO HER
DESIRE TO TREAT
HERSELF AND THE
ENVIRONMENT WELL

organic ingredients and using sustainable
While her beauty purchases may be

methods will appeal to this side of her.

planned and researched, her daily choices
of what colors and scents to wear are

Aveda details its Green Ingredient

often based on her mood. Peeking into her

policy — which includes using naturally

bathroom, you might ﬁnd that she’s got

sourced, sustainable ingredients, recycled

several different kinds of shampoo and

packaging, environmentally responsible

soap that are all in current use, and that

processing, and never testing on animals

she chooses which one to use that day

— on its website under the tagline “Beauty

based on what scent she’s in the mood for,

Is As Beauty Does.”

how dry her skin feels, or how her hair is
reacting to the humidity. Offer her options
for both season and mood.

CELEBRATE

HIGHLIGHT
GAMMAWOMEN.COM
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PUT YOUR
BEST FACE
FORWARD
BEAUTY BRANDS THAT ACT LIKE GAMMAS AND SHARE THEIR
VALUES WILL RESONATE MOST WITH GAMMAS
Because Gammas value authenticity so strongly, marketing to them means more than just
creating ad campaigns that highlight the right product beneﬁts. It also means connecting
with the Gamma woman at a deeper level, in actions as well as words.

1

CONNECT THROUGH STORYTELLING
At the heart of the Gamma toolbox is storytelling. Gammas connect with human stories, with
people or characters who are facing challenges similar to the ones in their own lives.

There are many such stories contained within a brand. The history of the brand and its founders
often contains compelling stories about ingenuity, inspiration, even obsession — The “very young,
vegetarian” founders of Kiss My Face natural beauty products got their start selling their “big, ugly,
green bars of soap” to retailers (along with some organic squash) "out of their old VW bug."
The people who develop the products, who create each season’s color palette, who name the
lipstick colors — they all have passions and personalities that Gamma women may relate to.
Tom’s of Maine — which encourages its employees to volunteer up to 5% of their paid time to
causes of their choice — features photos and stories about employees’ volunteer projects and
environmentally friendly lifestyle habits (such as bicycling to work) on its website. Brand stories
can be told in the same way. Instead of developing your message, honing a campaign slogan, and
then shouting it from the rooftops, try offering clues, planting pieces of the full story. Let her make
the intuitive, emotive leaps that connect the dots.
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2

EMBRACE DUALITY
It may seem like positioning your products as solutions to her beauty difficulties is a sure
win, but it’s more compelling to create characters or highlight people within your brand

who are facing the same problems.

4

SHARE HER VALUES OR SHOW HER YOURS
Gammas respond to brands that share their values and that approach doing business
in a way that mirrors the Gamma approach to life. Key Gamma values are authenticity

and transparency, connection and interaction, self-expression and creativity, as well as
reinvention and evolution.

Because Gammas inherently experience beauty as containing two sides — inner and outer,
acceptance and improvement, expression and experimentation — and because there’s no simple

While a well-crafted message may attract Gammas for the course of a single campaign, the

resolution for these dualities, there’s a much richer connection to be gained by showing that your

brands that will really win their loyalty (and all the connections and referrals that come with it)

brand understands this, that your people experience it, too.

are those whose way of doing business aligns with Gamma values.

In featuring comedienne Ellen DeGeneres as spokesperson for its Simply Ageless foundation,
Cover Girl made a statement about how it deﬁnes beauty before any ad copy had even been
written. DeGeneres’s “Take me as I am” public image and her quirky, dry sense of humor made her
a surprising choice as a beauty spokesmodel — and one with great appeal to Gammas.
The ad copy plays on the tension between inner and outer beauty; because it’s Ellen, we know
that her comment in the ad — “Inner beauty is important, but not nearly as important as outer
beauty” — is being said with a wink. What makes Ellen beautiful is her inner beauty, her irreverent
spirit, and the webpage introducing her as the face of the Simply Ageless brand describes her as
“witty, wise, strong, and simply age-defying” — the perfect Gamma cover girl.

5

BE TRANSPARENT
The thrust of marketing used to be about crafting the right message and building the right
megaphone to transmit it. With consumers having instant access to consumer reviews,

employee blogs, and reports on company practices both internal and external, there’s no hiding
from the marketplace. While this means marketers have lost a degree of control over who hears
what about their brand and its products, it also means that companies can focus more of their
efforts on being the brand they want to be, and less on trying to get the word out.
Brand transparency is virtually built into the marketplace, and the brands that embrace this
will win with Gammas. It doesn’t mean that tools and messages aren’t important, but it does

3

EMBRACE GAMMA-STYLE EVOLUTION

mean that what a brand does is at least as important as what it says.

As Gammas age, they become more fully themselves — more at ease with how they
look and who they are. Brands can do the same — identify what the core identity of

the brand is; its personality; the values that matter to the company’s founders, leaders, and
employees — and evolve to embody these things more strongly.
Gammas relate to personalities that feel real and accessible, to stories they can identify with,
to personal passions, to humor and playfulness, to idiosyncrasies. Brands can be personable

6

TOPLOAD PASSIONATE CONSUMERS
Gamma women are especially active creators and connectors, but even among
Gammas there will be a small group who feel most passionate about beauty products

and techniques. Focus extra attention on reaching out to the beauty bloggers, online video
creators, and other especially passionate consumers.

and quirky (Ben and Jerry, Orville Redenbacher), they can use humor and wit in products and

When connecting with them, ﬁnd ways to interact, to solicit their input, to highlight their ideas

packaging (Philosophy), they can be passionate and obsessive (Dyson), and they can be full

and expertise, and to help them connect with each other. Think of them as citizen experts as

of heart (Tom’s Shoes).

well as customers. Interview them for an e-book of beauty tips, ask them to participate in a

Just as Gammas use many sources to gather beauty product information and advice, beauty
brands can ﬁnd inspiration and guidance in other industries as well as their own.

“beauty council” of consumer experts; they can be a source of product inspiration as well as
viral marketing.

GAMMAWOMEN.COM
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CONCLUSION
Gamma women are beauty marketers’ most receptive and enthusiastic prospects,
and they will pay big dividends in referrals as well as purchases, but to capture
their loyalty, marketers must understand how Gammas relate to beauty, and must
strive to interact with them in an authentic way.
Brands must connect to Gammas on an emotional level, by showing the personality
and passions that drive the company, by highlighting real human stories, and by
manifesting their values in the way they operate, manufacture, market, donate
time and money, and interact with both customers and employees.
Most of all, Gamma beauty is about being human and celebrating uniqueness,
rather than striving for perfection. Brands that can relate to Gamma women on a
human level, that understand and honor her desire to become more fully herself
as she ages, will be able to establish an authentic and long-lasting connection.

SIX REASONS WHY BEAUTY
MARKETERS SHOULD TAKE NOTICE

GAMMAS ARE:

1
2
3
4
5
6

55 MILLION
STRONG
AND GROWING
CONFIDENT AND
WANT TO LOOK AS GOOD
AS THEY FEEL
LOYAL
BEAUTY BRAND
ADVOCATES
RECOMMENDING
PRODUCTS AT A
HIGHER RATE
BUYING ACROSS
MULTIPLE BEAUTY
CATEGORIES
HIGHLY MOTIVATED
BY EDITORIAL AND
ADS IN MAGAZINES

GAMMAWOMEN.COM
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THOUGHTS ABOUT BEAUTY
“To see myself as beautiful
I had to ﬁrst become
comfortable in my own
skin. As a result, I feel
more beautiful the older I
get. Really.”
FAVORITE BEAUTY SECRETS
Bare Minerals (I never wore
makeup until I tried it!),
Beneﬁt’s Benetint (the liquid
blush and the tinted lip gloss),
MOP Leave-In Conditioner,
Burt’s Bees Naturally Ageless
Eye Cream, Coppertone OilFree SPF 50 sunscreen lotion,
Dr. Bronner’s Magic Soap,
frequent haircuts, and my
three bicycles.
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During her eight-year tenure as Editor of
EPM Communications’ Marketing to Women
newsletter,

she

developed

groundbreaking

studies on the portrayal of women in print and
television advertising, and wrote extensively on

THOUGHTS ABOUT BEAUTY
“When it comes to feeling
beautiful, I feel like I was a late
bloomer. Every year, I step
more fully into my own sense
of beauty and have more fun
playing up what I’ve got.”
FAVORITE BEAUTY SECRETS
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(It’s the perfect color and
shine), ARCONA Desert
Mist facial moisturizer, Bare
Minerals, Déﬁnicils black
mascara by Lancôme, a
good night’s sleep, and my
morning hikes in the forest.
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how technology is shaping a new generation
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“Gamma Effect.”
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the need for marketers to shift their focus from
aspirational messages and images to realistic,

Her marketing concepts have appeared in Harvard Business School’s Working

authentic communications.

Knowledge, the New York Times Magazine, the Chicago Tribune, and on NPR’s
“Marketplace.”

She has written books, newsletters, magazine
and newspaper articles, reports and white

Soundview chose Johnson’s ﬁrst book, Don’t Think Pink, as one of the top

papers, guides for business owners, corporate

business books of 2004, and a summary of the book was included in

communications, and marketing materials. She

“Marketing Gurus: Lessons from the Best Marketing Books of All Time.” She can

can be contacted at www.lisaﬁnn.com.

be contacted at www.reachgroupconsulting.com.

ABOUT MEREDITH
Meredith Corporation is the leading media and marketing company inspiring 75 million women at every life stage. Through ﬂagship brands such
as Better Homes and Gardens, Family Circle, Parents, Ladies’ Home Journal, More, and Fitness, Meredith provides women with information and
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RESEARCH AND RESOURCES
1 The Gamma Factor: Women and the New Social Currency, by Lisa Finn and Lisa Johnson, published by Meredith www.gammawomen.com
2 Gamma Beauty Study, ﬁelded May 27-June 15, 2009, by Research Solutions, using standard online survey techniques. Sample included women
age 18-64 (N=5,033), who were identiﬁed as Gamma using Meredith’s proprietary segmentation proﬁle, from the Meredith Knows Women reader
panel, and a random national sample of women age 18-64 (N=313), balanced to reﬂect national age and income.
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